
Big EDM invites you on an epic journey with Melodic D&B Sapphire. Are you looking to create a mix 

that pumps you up with motivational energy? Melodic D&B Sapphire will entice and excite you with 

soaring synths, chest gripping keys, earth-shaking bass lines, dramatic breaks and night drive leads. 

Unleash this pack to experience pure electronic Melodic D&B adrenaline. 

 

We've broken down tracks from our top producers into 6 construction kits. These kits give you the 

stems from each track. You can slice them, dice them, mix and manipulate your way to a 

reconstructed Melodic D&B chart-topper. 

 

Want to see how it's done? For all you FL Studio users out there we have included the project files for 

the 6 construction kits that you will find inside. All of our techniques, tricks, tweaks, and settings will 

give you an inside look into the minds of our best producers. Remix, deconstruct, reconstruct your 

own version of Melodic D&B. On top of the 6 kits, we threw in 166 additional sounds and 47 extra 

presets for Serum and Sylenth1. Melodic D&B Sapphire from Big EDM gives you almost 3GB of 

amazing Melodic D&B audio samples presets for Serum and Sylenth1, and FL Studio project files that 

put the power of creation into your hands. 

 

FL Studio Project files require FL Studio 20 and higher. All audio samples and Construction Kit stems 

are compatible with any DAW that can import WAV format. 

 

This pack contains: 

- 6 Construction Kits (+ MIDI & Presets); 

- 6 FL Studio Templates (FL Studio 20 and Higher); 

- 25 Serum Presets; 

- 22 Sylenth1 Presets; 

- 28 Melody Loops (+ MIDI); 

- 20 Drum Loops; 

- 20 Kicks; 

- 20 Snares; 

- 30 Cymbals; 

- 20 FX; 

- 100% Royalty-Free. 

 

Requirements: 

Please Use Serum 1.27b2 Or Higher; 

Please Use Sylenth Version 2.21beta and 3.05 Or Higher; 

FL Studio 20 and Higher. 


